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.PROPOSALS TO REDUCE'THE.LENGTH'OF THE QUARANTINE. PROHIBITED
WEEDS LIST ANDTO ESTABLISH A PROHIBITED SEED SCHEDULE FOR
SEED IMPORTATIONS .

A.B. Spurts
Department of Agriculture, New South Wales

Many weed specialists concerned with the broad aspects of
quarantine fail to appreciate the problems encountered in
importing agricultural seed into Australia.
The Australian farmer is. paying :too dearly. for 'the - inclusion

in the Quarantine List of weeds which are widespread .,in.
Australia.

Seed from U.S.A. is=. normally 'imported .into Australia on the
basis,that. the exporter guarantees that the seed meets all
Quarantine and Seed Regulations requirements. If the seed fails
to comply, it is recleaned (with associated losses), or shipped
back at the exporter's expense. In consequence, and in addition
to normal freight and handling charges, an increment of up to
15% is added to the price of the seed for sale to Australia
because of the need to meet regulatory exigencies. The exigen-
cies and the associated increment could be reduced if seed
quarantine procedures were simplified.

It is suggested that the Quarantine Weeds List (Proclamation
60P) needs to be critically reviewed, reduced and a separate
weed seeds schedule developed for agricultural seed importations.

The current Quarantine Weeds List, which regulates the
importation of plant material and seeds into Australia, was
developed following discussions at Seed Testing and Weeds
Conferences in 1965. It is a single list containing over 130
species and was designed to meet the requirements of. all States
and Territories. It was drawn up by listing potentially danger-
ous species not present, or of limited distribution in Australia,
and by collating lists of_prohibited weeds provided by the
States: and Territories using the principle that a weed was
included if one State or Territory requested it.
Proclamation 60P could be shortened by changing the principle

for inclusion on the list to a basis whereby each species.'
nominated must be supported by the majority of States on a
tropical /temperate basis as well as by an ecological assessment
of its weed potential. There is evidence that the change would
allow numerous species which are already _well established in
Australia to be removed from the list. These weeds (which are
of importance to a minority of States) should be regulated by
the States concernéd. Examples are burdock, Indian mustard,
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wild turnip, glaucous star thistle, wild teasel, Italian,_ bugloss,
Buchan weed, St. John's wort, and musk weed.
Due to the broad scope of Proclamation 60P, it is'not. the most

appropriate schedule to regulate seed importations. It is sug-
gested that by deleting aquatic weeds, prickly pear, devil's
claw and other species whose seeds are not found as contamin-
ants of agricultural seed, that a prohibited weeds schedule
could be developed to regulate contaminants in agricultural
seed importations:
The net result of the adoption of the two proposals, viz.,:

(i) a .reduced quarantine weeds list,

(ii) a short weed seed schedule,

would allow individual States more flexibility in importing
seed for sale within the State and would provide cost. savings
to the end user.


